
Through weekly online classes with
detailed explanations of  proven

techniques you will go far beyond
conventional methods to discover new ways
of  thinking and feeling! 

Negative conditions in your life will
naturally begin to disappear, while your
personality warms and brightens. Your
outlook will shift into sustained happiness,
and yes, life becomes wonderful & good!

The deeper you go, the more you will know
the love, peace, and freedom of  the
awakened life. It is what your soul longs for,
and it is your destiny! The only question is
how long the process will take, and that is
what this program is designed to accelerate!   

The comprehensive training program
consists of  weekly online modules that
combine teachings, guided exercises,
meditations, and practice sessions..Each

week you will dive progressively deeper into the
teachings so you can grow and evolve
spiritually, while you learn how to help others.  

You can be sure that whenever something is
not going harmoniously in your life, you are
holding subtle-energy thoughts, beliefs, and
patterns that are at the root of  it. And it
doesn’t matter if  you consciously believe in
them or not, or even  if  you know about
them or not—because in most cases you
don’t. These are your “blind spots,” and I call
these factors “core issues,” which you will
learn to discover and clear through this
program.

This is a program that
requires you to
commit to your
highest spiritual
evolution. This is not
a casual seminar where
you just sit back and
listen to lectures, but
demands that you work on yourself  with the
materials you will be presented with. You
will need to commit to spending several
hours each week practicing the instructions
and guided sessions. This program has more
than 100 hours of  training This is a general
brochure. More details on the content of each
module is in a separate brochure. 

JonathanP@JonathanParker.org – 1-800-265-4213
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Through our comprehensive training through
classes and video and audio programs, you are
offered unparalleled instruction and guidance in
many forms of  energy healing, personal growth, and
enlightenment.

And, if  you so desire, you

can make spiritual healing

& counseling a full-time or

part-time career. 

You are invited to embark on one of  the
most amazing and fulfilling journeys of

your entire life!

School of Energy Healing & EnlightenmentSchool of Energy Healing & Enlightenment

The key that makes this
program unique is that

you develop higher
perceptions to find the

unconscious patterns that
defy access through

conventional practices.  



The Healing & Enlightenment Program
Where Miracles Happen Every Day!

SSACREDACRED MMYSTICYSTIC AARTSRTS &&
EENLIGHTENMENTNLIGHTENMENT PPRACTICESRACTICES

The first Module of training includes
meditations, instructions, and practices
to open your intuition, and help you
access enlightened states.

You will begin an
intimate study and
clearing of your
mental-emotional
field, and learn
how  to release
karmic patterns
hindering your
progress. In this
training you will
discover how to
identify and
remove fear and
doubt, anger,
financial blocks,
and limitations
on health. You will
learn to clear
energies causing
difficulites and
how to keep free
of negativity. 

The First Module Includes:

· Removing Blocks and Releasing Karma
· How to always be strongly grounded
· How to do In-Person & Distant Healing
· Energy Protection and Ending Fear
· Activation of Higher Sense Perception
· Miraculous Light Meditations
· Explorations with Remote Viewing
· How to Clear Negativity & Stay Cleared
· Techniques for Rejuvenation
· Prosperity, Manifestation & Universal Laws
· How to Clear Past-Life Patterns 

You will also experience many inspiring
meditations to deepen understanding of
healing, and guide you to live your
spirituality from the core of your soul.
In addition to the above training you’ll
deepen your explorations into self-
discovery, energy awareness, and
enlightenment.
This Includes:

· Sensing the Human Energy Field
· Quieting the Analytical Mind
· Communicating with Your Higher Self
· How to Perceive, Interpret, and Clear
· Subtle Energy in All Major Aura Layers

· How to Do Soul Healing
· Psychic Reading Tools
· Balancing Male and Female Energies
· How to Clear Ancestral Patterns
· Meditations to Raise Consciousness
·  Techniques for Psychic Self-Defense
· How to Repattern Your Life Blueprints

You will be shown how to safely open
your natural intuitive and clairvoyant
abilities to clear illusions and blocks that
hold you in limitation.

You will learn how to open to heart-
centered love as the basis for all you
experience in these classes.

My goal is to help you refine your
spiritual life to the highest possible
levels, connect you with your soul, and
expand your ability to help others.

...will ever
know how
far they
can go!

AADVANCEDDVANCED SSPIRITUALPIRITUAL
& E& ENERGYNERGY HHEALINGEALING

ThisTraining Includes:

• How to Clear the Major Chakras
• How to Clear Victimization Patterns
• How to Open the Heart & Deepen Love  
• How to Clear Family & Ancestral Karma
• Relationship Healing & Clearing
• How to do Self-Scanning for Healing
• Release Fear, Anger and Guilt
• Clear Pre-Birth Contracts
• Miraculous-Light Healing

You will receive many effective techniques
to release painful memories and habit
patterns, as well as de-energize negative
images so you are free to create a
healthy mind and body, successful
relationships and a positive life. 

You will go progressively deeper into
your soul, and purify your being until
you mirror the purity of your soul’s
original essence and design
The program is experiential with many
practices and guided sessions to assist you
with personal clearing and healing.
Enlightened consciousness is attained by
eliminating the many illusions of separation
from your soul nature,  and you will be
taught how to explores going directly to the
core of your being to clear the blocks.
Additional Training Includes:
· Soul Alignment Healing
· Utilize Archetypes for Healing
· Repair Energy Fragmentation
· Clear Your Blocked Channels
· Heal Genetic DNA atterns
· Protection From Groups & Psychic Invaders
· Clear Pre-Birth Contracts
· Merge with Heart-Centered Love

CCOREORE HHEALINGEALING & E& ENLIGHTENMENTNLIGHTENMENT

The advanced modules will help you further develop
your skills with advanced techniques for energy and
consciousness tracking and deep core intuitive
readings. Some Topics Include:
• Energy Anatomy & Energy-Healing Techniques
• Clearing Cellular, Mental & Emotional Patterns
• Deep Family & Inner Child Clearing
• The Role of the Ego in the Origins of Diseas
• Merge with Higher Consciousness & Enlightenment
Since all transformations result from clearing
and healing, the skills you learn simultaneously
uplift your consciousness and those you
practice with. This process releases energy
patterns, and opens space for the soul and
Divine Light to fill you.
These modules bring together your personal
alignment with clear intentions, your divine
plan, and deep love, so that success, personal
abundance, and enlightenment will naturally
unfold. The processes you will experience will
cultivate within you the longed for spiritual
virtues that will take you to your next
evolutionary leap. More details on each module
of this program will be provided prior to it
being launched. 

The Healing & Enlightenment Program
Where Miracles Happen Every Day!

Only
those
risking
to go
far... 



“I have been in the Health & Healing field
for 26 years and have studied numerous
techniques with many Master Teachers. I
honestly came to the first class expecting
not to learn much of anything new.  To my
surprise I was awakened to a different
realm. After every one of the classes, a
major shift occurs both externally and
internally. A reality switch seems to be
turned on and my awareness of myself and
the world around me is never the same. I
honor Jonathan for this work that he shares
with love to all that are blessed to meet him.
I sincerely honor, respect and feel deeply
grateful to know him and have him in my
life. I thank him for changing my life.

– Dr. A. Helena, Florida

"My wife and I are leaving your classes with
a tenderness and understanding that we had
not known before in our 41 years of
marriage. Words are inadequate to express
such an exhilarating and sublime experience.
You are in our hearts. Love, love, love."

– Greg & Jerry H., Iowa

"Completing the classes uncovered my Soul
and awakened me to the truth of Oneness. In
the beginning I was imprisoned and
burdened by fear, guilt, anger, pain and
suffering. Now I am light and peaceful,
blessed by grace with your gift of the
Miraculous Healing Light. I have received
an abundance of healing methods. To clear
core ego issues, I continue to have healing
sessions by phone with soul-family
members I met in the classes. I feel my Soul
in my heart and throughout my being guiding
me. I have experienced amazing shifts. My
mind is quiet. I am drawn into vast unlimited
inner space, deeper into stillness, and into
All That Is.  Thank you, Jonathan, for this
priceless gift, beyond words, space or time."

– Connie S., New Mexico

"I was amazed at the feelings of love I was
experiencing like never before. My heart felt
so open and my body felt a tingling sensation

all through it; these were moments of pure
love that I have wished for. It was when you
explained the enlightenment process that I
let go and allowed the energy to move into
me, breathing it in. I now have a gentle
process that brings all the dark places to
naturally meet the light. I am very grateful I
was able to be a part of this wonderful
class." – Pat M., Ohio

"After having completed all levels of your
Energy Healing and Enlightenment series, I 
want to thank you from the bottom of my
heart (which is now opening for the first
time in my life!). You've shown us all by
example what unconditional love is really
all about.  I'm feeling in touch with my soul,

and now understanding how
truly beautiful life can be
when in this state.  You're a
wonderful role model and a
gifted teacher. I'm grateful for
all the love, kindness,
wisdom and knowledge you
freely share."

– Marcia S., New Jersey  

“I only wish I had a gigantic
microphone that could reach

every human being on earth,
and yell out loud to people,

“Hey, you just don’t know what you
missed–and you will never know unless you
experience it yourself!” Truly, the class had
an indescribable and magical quality to
it–one that would be a challenge for anyone
to try to put in words. My undying gratitude
goes to you, Jonathan, for helping so many
of us through these workshops.”  

– S.B., Washington, D.C.

“I reach where I only dreamed of before. I
perceive, have knowingness and
prayerfulness never felt until those days.
What is now proved was once only
imagined. It was special, wonderful,
unforgettable. I bask in the love and joy I
found.”                – Dorothy M., Alabama

“This class was the most transformational
experience of my life. The energy from this
class and Jonathan’s love has brought me to
much higher levels of love and knowing
much sooner than I would have been
capable of on my own. So much is
experienced in the classes. There is a
wonderful joy and love. The realization and
mind expansion are beyond words and all
other experiences.”  – K.C., Texas

“I would not have missed your class for the
world. The transformations in mind and
body as a result of the thorough mental
clearing processes are dramatic. The way
you lead us through the many guided
meditations is unmatched by any other
teacher I have come across.”  

– Dr. Andre P., M.D., Australia

“Thank you for my new life! I feel light,
purity, healing energy, and love within my
body here to stay, and an inner peace for my
mind and soul.”           – B.D., California

“What a difference the advanced classes can
make. It is miraculous! I had the good
fortune to progress through these classes
with a wonderful group of people, although
from what I have observed, everyone who is
attracted to your work fits that category. I
benefited greatly from each class, as
progressively deeper and deeper layers of
issues were revealed and transmuted, and I
was able to progressively experience higher
and higher spiritual states and maintain them
for longer and longer periods of time. While
I benefited from all the classes, the class on
“Core Issues” was by far the most profound.
I found and released two very highly
charged personal core issues that were
previously completely hidden from me. I
moved into a blissful state that felt like
“being in love” but without the fixation and
roller coaster emotions that have accompanied
that state for me in
the past.  New
spiritual realms
opened up to me.
And finally my
confidence in my
higher perception
and ability to assist
others soared. It has
been almost two
months since
completing the
classes, and I still
feel positively
transformed. I
really appreciate what you have done and
continue to do. With love and respect.” 

–   K.H, Nevada

“The positive shifts are phenomenal. I am so
grateful I was able to attend. I have spent
my life searching. Thank you for the changes
you assist us with that make our lives the
joyful dance life should be.”

–  Barb K., Iowa

The meAsure of A clAss or reTreAT is

shown bY The resulTs. reAd whAT

Those who hAve ATTended hAve To sAY!
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A Life-Changing Event...A Life-Changing Event...
Like Nothing You’ve Ever Experienced!Like Nothing You’ve Ever Experienced!

A Life-Changing Event...A Life-Changing Event...
Like Nothing You’ve Ever Experienced!Like Nothing You’ve Ever Experienced!



“I had  no idea of the depth to which we would go in the various
subjects when I first enrolled, nor the level of success I might achieve in
reaching my personal goals.  

With the intense visualization techniques employed by Jonathan in
guided meditations, healing sessions and aura reading sessions, I
quickly and comfortably opened to my Higher Self. I developed a quiet
confidence to connect with the Divine Source, heal others and read
their auras with amazing accuracy. 

The week fostered a deepening and abiding love, and a feeling of
oneness with God and all God-created beings. I am 100% satisfied that
the course taught me everything I sought to achieve and much, much
more! I am a better person for the experience and feel I now possess a
keen sense of direction and deep appreciation for my soul.”

—Gratefully,  Marc

"Well the world feels anew again; your advanced
class was one of the most profound shifts that have
ever happened to me. I really have nothing to
compare it against. As I have worked with you
through these classes from the beginning, I have
felt a constant movement toward a higher vibration
with each successive class. With each new class I
have attended, I have walked away with an ability
and toolset that I was able to use in helping others
to heal many different types of ailments with
lasting effects. I started doing healings from the
first class on and have progressively gotten more
and more confident as the many healings I did
gave me positive feedback.

"In the advanced class I was working on removing
the many blocks that were keeping me from
reaching my goal of being a fully awakened being.
In the first day, I felt a tremendous lifting of all
things that were holding me back; they just
vanished and I felt the ease of relief as they floated
off to be transmuted. I was then shifted to a new
state of awareness in which I could feel new
energy being poured into me on all levels with a
spectacularly brilliant white light and a feeling of
bliss that accompanied the experience. "I felt my
abilities shift to a higher perception and clarity
when tuning into another person. There was never
a time in the whole class when I ever felt like I
wasn't consistently moving to a higher state of
awareness.

Messages to You from Others Who Have Attended the Training
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"As you also know, I had a very incredible
experience when the Angels showed up and I
got a vision of pure light and hundreds of
beings from Ascended Masters to Angels made
of pure light.  We resided in the presence of the
light and Love which poured over and through
us for the next few hours.

"The constant streaming of thoughts that
always inundated me on a daily basis just
stopped. All of a sudden there was silence and
a blissful place to escape from the everyday
madness. Since I have been back home for two
months now, the thoughts have all gone away.
This was just another of the many amazing
things that happened to me in the advanced
class.

"I must say that my confidence in what I see
and hear has never been higher, and I am very
thankful for all of the clearing you recently did
on me while I was there in the class. I know
you work on everyone simultaneously but I feel
as though I am especially blessed to know and
work with you. I will forever be grateful for all
of the ways you have helped me positively
change my life. With Love and Gratitude." 

—Shawn M.



INTRODUCTION TO THE TRAINING

During each module you will experience many
inspiring and transformative meditations and
practices that will evolve you into a far different
person from the person you were when you began.  

You will discover that each module is miraculous
and transformational. 

The School of Energy Healing and Enlightenment

addresses two main areas. As its name suggests, I have

combined healing tools not only to clear issues, but

also facilitate transformations in consciousness that

lead to the ultimate goal of enlightenment. Here's what

that means. Everyone, whether consciously aware of it

or not, is in the process of discovering and uncovering

what is called their True Self or Soul. Through the

modules I’ll help you to do this in an accelerated way. 

The True Self is the real you under the cloak of your

many personality traits and identities. Yes, under it all

is a very pure, wonderful, loving, and radiant being as

you were created to be. The similarity we all share is a

beautiful goodness and deep nature of love that

composes our core True Self.

THE SOURCE Of YOUR STRUGGlES

Not many people consistently experience their True

Self because the ego or the personality, through its

many emotions, judgments, and reactions, hold their

attention most of the time. 

You can call this the False Self, because it is not who

you really are and usually lives with various levels of

pain, struggle, and suffering.  

The True Self is also sometimes called  the Higher Self

or the Soul which lies beneath the surface of your

awareness most of the time because the ego distracts

you and surrounds you with a complex system of

defense mechanisms. 

For instance, the ego utilizes fear to keep you from

danger, and while that may sound like a good idea, the

fact is that most people are driven by fears and

insecurities about things that are not happening.

Furthermore, by holding onto fears, they generate

energies which create or attract the very things that are

feared. When you are free of fear and connected with

your Soul or True Self, you are far more able to handle

all of life, and as you become more mentally,

emotionally and karmically clear, the painful issues

diminish and finally disappear.

fIND fREEDOm IN AN EGO DOmINATED WORlD

Other defensive mechanisms of the ego are such things

as anger, resentment, worry, guilt, depression, futility,

arrogance, and stubbornness, as well as feeling

powerless, helpless, hopeless, or victimized. 

The mind also often judges, criticizes, and blames itself

or others. To keep from feeling the pain of insecurity,

loneliness, and separation, the ego drives a person to

seek attachments. It is driven to search for something

else, feeling like there is never enough, and continually

looking for relationships, activities, or things to bring

fulfillment, but which never do permanently.

These are just some of the many hundreds of ways the

ego works that we explore and work to clear in the

modules. All people have combinations of these forces

working inside of them day and night until they reach

the higher states of consciousness and realize the truth

of who they are.
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“I consider myself very blessed to
have met Jonathan and been able to
attend the School of Energy Healing
&  Enlightenment. I am a totally
different person today! Words
cannot sufficiently describe the
many positive shifts, changes and miracles that have
happened. It’s as if I was given a second chance in
life. I have a whole new way of looking at the world
now. The results are amazing for others as well.
Clients who have come in repeatedly with longstanding
problems are being healed. Jonathan is a gift to this
world. There is no doubt that he is a special teacher
of truth and liberation. Thank you for being in my
life and for helping us all. Much love, light and
blessings always.”    

—Anthousa H., FL

Neither your past 
nor your present 
is your potential!

Neither your past 
nor your present 
is your potential!



RElEASE THE DEEpEST BlOCkS

Through the modules we utilize many heart-centered
methods to systematically clear and eliminate limiting
beliefs, emotional wounds, blocks, limitations, and other
issues while simultaneously opening and expanding your
awareness into greater and greater realizations of your
inner beauty and sacredness as a being of love and light.  

Just imagine a brilliant 1,000 watt light that is buried
under a pile of dirt. Little light if any could shine
through, but as you clear away the dirt and debris more
and more of the brilliant light can be seen. Like the light,
as you remove the ego causes of pain, struggle, and
limitations you will reveal and radiate all the beautiful
qualities of your soul.  

HOW THIS REvOlUTIONARY pROCESS WORkS

The processes have several steps. First you must identify
the underlying issues or patterns that cause the struggle,
pain, and suffering. Every effect has its cause. What you
have or don't have in your life is the result of  patterns at
work that you may not even know about because many of
them are subconscious. You may well know that you have
pain or struggle, but may have little idea about what is
causing it. In fact, most causes are below a person's
conscious awareness. You can call them your blind spots
or your shadow-self, but whatever the label, they make it
difficult to clear until they are discovered. After all, if
you don't know what the cause is, how can you clear it?
The ancient admonition to "know thyself" is a simple
statement, but not an easy solution, and this is where the
training comes in.  

You will learn uncommon techniques that take you
quantum leaps beyond coping skills or procedures that
only treat symptoms to discover underlying energy
patterns and belief structures that cause the difficulties.
By utilizing a variety of processes, you can actually
dissolve the source of the problems, and when this
happens, the old reactions are gone forever and you
become a transformed person. As you transform and clear
your consciousness, the causes of pain, suffering, and
struggle vanish, and you begin to have a life of deep peace,
love, and happiness.

When you remove all of the issues of the False Self, you
are left with the beautiful deep truth of who and what you

are as you were created to be.
Your True Self or Soul comes to
the surface, your mind begins
working in new and wonderful
ways, and your perceptions
become quite clear.  

You become a purified being of
love, beauty, harmony, inner
strength, gentleness, fulfillment,
and so much more.  

The transformational process is difficult to do without
guidance. Any skill requires dedication and practice and

just as you would have to do to master playing an
instrument, sport, or career, and the training provides a
great deal of practices. I have discovered accelerated
methods that can make your life wonderful, as well as
teach you numerous long hidden keys that can lead you to a
rich and enlightened life now.  

Most people never discover the issues and patterns controlling
their lives. I have cracked the fundamental codes that
cause human conditions that nearly everyone struggles
with, and I train you how to identify these illusive blocks
so that you can break free and learn how to assist others
to clear them. 

This is what I mean by the term "healing" in the name of
the school. While the term "healing" may relate to
physical issues, it has more to do with the transformations of
consciousness which underlie all conditions, whether they
are physical, emotional, mental or spiritual.  

Dear Jonathan,

I must begin with thank you. The overwhelming

emotion I feel is gratitude. I have spent half a

lifetime looking for the truth—an honest

connection with the divine. You have delivered

me to my Soul. As you say, it is not as I thought it would

be. For myself I experience this as a simple, subtle all

pervasive Love. My world is not the same and will never

be the same again. 

I stepped into a class at fifty years of age and thinking I

was leaning toward the end of my work in metaphysics. I

was a Reiki master in two different schools, an

Integrated Energy therapy master instructor, a designer

of Labyrinths, a jewelry designer, working in sacred

geometry, and more. I now feel that this was just a

preliminary background to an inner life of infinite

proportion. Meditation now exists in me as a Living

Presence. I sit, and enter a dimension of Love and Light

and travel to worlds of peace and joy. This is what I got

from being in the classes - worlds of Light. I look at the

world as a place of fascinating possibilities. Out in the

world my heart is full of allowance and freedom. In my

inner life I am surround with Love, Light and the

Presence of the Soul. So thank you, for opening the door

and being in my life. Thanks from the Heart.  —Larry B. 
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AT lAST!  DISCOvER HOW TO ATTUNE TO THE DEEpEST

HEAlING & THE mAGICAl flOW Of lIfE

Through techniques you will learn, the ego traits can
actually be completely eliminated.This is not something
that very many people know about, and it is not
commonly believed, much less taught.  

HERE’S A BIG kEY!

Everything that manifests in your life is a reflection of
your inner beliefs. I know that you may not even fully
believe that right now, and I understand why you may
not because most of the factors that shape your life are
unconscious. Most people think they have no choice but
to be at the mercy of their inner needs and emotions for
their entire life, and the most that they can hope for is
an ability to cope with or control these traits, but this is
not the whole truth. Through this training you will be
shown the ways to be free from the forces that have
seemed to block you. Many have already done this and
are now enjoying lives of incredible freedom, peace,
love, beauty, happiness, abundance and an ever unfolding,
enlightened joy in living.  

THE JOURNEY TO ENlIGHTENmENT

In addition to the clearing and healing aspects of the
program, you will find a path to enlightened states of
consciousness. Here’s what that means. I’ll help you
refine your ability to connect with your soul essence and
purpose and open your heart to a beautiful deep love as
your means of reaching higher states of living.  

The program helps you to progressively become clearer
and clearer until you reach refined states of awareness
in a surprisingly accelerated way. When you have
cleared your heart, body, and mind with the essence of
love and light, the only thing left is the purity of your
soul, but which became buried and forgotten under the
effects of the ego.

You will awaken to recognize you are one with love and
God, and explore the wonder of the depths of what this
means for you. Awakening brings the deepest freedom
that exists—freedom from suffering and the emergence
of a continuous state of happiness. Once you taste this
path and break free from the bondage of the ego, you
will experience unspeakable beauty and fulfillment.  

Yes, you can reach a state in which you experience little
or no moods, negative emotions, or struggle. Everywhere
you look, you will see a universe of exquisite beauty. At
times you may even be overwhelmed by feelings of
wonderful bliss and deep love. You will enter a beautiful
state of universal harmony and automatically live
mindfully in each moment. All some can do is laugh and
feel happy while others feel a completeness and deep
peace with more ease and flow in their life.   

AN ACCElERATED pATH

In his landmark book Power vs Force, David R.
Hawkins describes a continuum of consciousness from
the lower ego-driven states to the highest states of
awakening and enlightenment. He details a process
whereby you can calibrate and know where you are on a
relative scale of consciousness. On a scale between 0
and 1,000 most people in North America are between
200 and 300. Those more advanced are in the 400's, and
those who are awakening and experiencing more love
and joy are in the 500s. When people reach 600 and
above they are living in wonderful enlightened states of
consciousness all the time. Our training is designed to
help you reach these elevated levels, and most of those
completing our program are above 500 and the more
dedicated and advanced students are living above 600.
When this happens, all the things that torment you will
vanish from your life.
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Enlightenment is a fulfilling
journey, and you can

accelerate the process!



THE SCHOOl IS HERE TO HElp

Knowing the map, the territory, and the journey are
monumental aids as you travel your path to enlightenment,
and I am here to help every person who wants to complete
his or her journey. It is very likely that even before you
reach the advanced classes, you will have enlightening
experiences of oneness and divine love and light.  

DISCOvER TOOlS fOR HEAlING & TRANSfORmATION

Our program helps you cultivate whatever you need to
complete your journey and enter into stages of
enlightenment and service so that you can share your
knowledge and experiences with others, including your
classmates, family, friends, and clients. 

Nearly all humanity is suffering and struggling and helping
people identify their blocks, issues and blind spots to
bring them clearing and relief is a beautiful service that
will bring you fulfillment and happiness.  The classes are
designed to help you in your personal growth as well as
to give you ways to help and support others. 

Since life is short, you certainly don’t want to waste
your time endlessly pursuing paths that leave you with
more questions than you started with. So many people are
searching for answers that are now being offered to you in
a complete program! Through these modules, you’ll find
answers to questions you have long wondered about and
answers to questions you probably haven’t even thought of!
If you are tired of book hopping, looking for answers
that you hope you will find in the next book, then book-
hop no more. 

These classes go far beyond any book because you will
experience what you may have only read about.  The
modules live up to their promise of delivering an
incredible array of transformative experiences that carry
you to a life flourishing with the enlightened Self you
truly are.  

If you have a sense that your life is on the verge of a
new beginning at this very moment, you’re right. Those
feelings tell you that you are ready to leave behind the
old life and reach for the higher states of consciousness
and find more peace, more fun, and more fulfillment.
I look forward to joining you on the greatest journey of
your life.

From the heart,

Jonathan Parker

PS. Please don’t miss this golden opportunity.
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Dearest Jonathan,

Yes, I'm still flyin' high. I'm also incredibly

thoughtful and blissful. Softer if you will. 

Thank you for the incredibly Sacred safe

place that you create in all of your classes.  I

feel so supported. Your classes have changed

my life forever. So much of the pain and

struggle that I've experienced in the past are

just that… the past. The feeling of acceptance that you extend

has catapulted me into accelerated growth in my experience

of Being. Yummy!  I'm AMAZED and filled with gratitude for

you Jonathan. I feel new. Incredible really.  

As you mentioned/predicted, things that previously hooked me

are not there. Empty. I look for the charge because I'm used to

it being there…but gone. YEAH!  So nice. 

Also, as I work on clients the clearing is going much faster.  I

had no idea that my growth would be experienced in such a

tangible manner. It's Wonderful. Wow! Very fun!

I directly benefit from your presence in my life. My heart is so

open. Thank you!  I'm AMAZED and filled with gratitude

Jonathan. I feel new. Blessings of love to you all ways.

—Rita H., Iowa

“You are now what“You are now what

you always haveyou always have

been, and as youbeen, and as you

evolve you becomeevolve you become

aware of the soulaware of the soul

you already are. you already are. 

Your life is theYour life is the

continual revelationcontinual revelation

of discovering whatof discovering what

you truly are.”you truly are.”

If NOT NOW WHEN? 

You will eventually have
to face all the issues

described in this
brochure. The Only

question is when.     

Your Decision Awaits!
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